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Abstract
Intuitively, experience playing against one mixture of opponents in a given domain
should be relevant for a different mixture in the same domain. We propose a
transfer learning method, Q-Mixing, that starts by learning Q-values against each
pure-strategy opponent. Then a Q-value for any distribution of opponent strategies
is approximated by appropriately averaging the separately learned Q-values. From
these components, we construct policies against all opponent mixtures without
any further training. We empirically validate Q-Mixing in two environments: a
simple grid-world soccer environment, and a complicated cyber-security game. We
find that Q-Mixing is able to successfully transfer knowledge across any mixture
of opponents. We next consider the use of observations during play to update the
believed distribution of opponents. We introduce an opponent classifier—trained
in parallel to Q-learning, using the same data—and use the classifier results to
refine the mixing of Q-values. We find that Q-Mixing augmented with the opponent
classifier function performs comparably, and with lower variance, than training
directly against a mixed-strategy opponent.
1 Introduction
Reinforcement learning (RL) agents commonly interact in environments with other agents, whose
behavior may be uncertain. For any particular probabilistic belief over the behavior of another agent
(henceforth, opponent), we can learn to play with respect to that opponent distribution (henceforth,
mixture), for example by training in simulation against opponents sampled from the mixture. If the
mixture changes, ideally we would not have to train from scratch, but rather could transfer what we
have learned to construct a policy to play against the new mixture.
Traditional RL algorithms include no mechanism to explicitly prepare for variability in opponent
mixtures. Instead, current solutions either learn a new behavior, or update a previously learned behavior.
In lieu of that, researchers designed methods for learning a single behavior successfully across a set of
strategies [52], or quickly adapting in response to new strategies [21]. In this work, we explicitly tackle
the problem of responding to new opponent mixtures without requiring further simulations for learning.
We propose a new algorithm, Q-Mixing, that effectively transfers learning across opponent mixtures.
The algorithm is designed within a population-based learning regime [21, 28], where training is
conducted against a known distribution of opponent policies. Q-Mixing initially learns value-based
best responses (BR), represented as Q-functions, with respect to each of the opponent’s pure strategies.
It then transfers this knowledge against any given opponent mixture by weighting the Q-functions
according to the probability that the opponent plays each of its pure strategies. The idea is illustrated
in Figure 1. This calculation is an approximation of the Q-values against the mixed-strategy opponent,
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with error due to misrepresenting the future belief of the opponent by the current belief. The result
is an approximate BR policy against any mixture, constructed without additional training.
Figure 1: Q-Mixing concept. BR to each of the opponent’s pure strategies pi−i are learned separately.
The Q-value for a given opponent mixed strategy σ−i is then derived by combining these components.
We experimentally validate our algorithm on: (1) a simple grid-world soccer game, and (2) a
complicated cyber-security game. Our experiments show that Q-Mixing is effective in transferring
learned responses across opponent mixtures.
We also address two potential issues with combining Q-functions according to a given mixture. The first
is that the agent receives information during play that provides evidence about the opponent strategy.
We address this by introducing an opponent classifier to predict which opponent we are playing for a
particular state, and reweighting the Q-values to focus on the likely opponents. The second issue is that
the complexity of the policy produced by Q-Mixing grows linearly with the support of the opponent’s
mixture. This can make simulation and decision making computationally expensive. We propose using
policy distillation [40] as a method for compressing a complex Q-Mixing policy. Our experiments
show that the compressed policy is able to recover the full performance of the Q-Mixing policy.
Key Contributions:
1. Theoretically relate (in idealized setting) the Q-value for an opponent mixture to Q-values
for mixture components.
2. A new transfer learning algorithm, Q-Mixing, that uses this relationship to construct
approximate policies against any given opponent mixture, without additional training.
3. Augmenting this algorithm with runtime opponent classification, to account for observations
that can inform predictions of opponent policy during play.
2 Preliminaries
At any particular time t∈T , an agent receives the environment’s state st∈S , or an observation ot∈O,
a partial state. (Even if an environment’s state is fully observable, the inclusion of other agents with
uncertain behavior makes the overall system partially observable.) The agent then takes an action
at ∈ A based on that observation, and receives a reward rt ∈ R. The agent’s policy describes its
behavior given each observation pi :O→∆(A). Actions are received by the environment, and a next
observation is determined following the environment’s transition dynamics p :O×A→O.
The agent’s goal is to maximize its reward over time. This quantity is called the return: Gt=
∑∞
l γ
lrt+l,
where γ is the discount factor weighting the importance of immediate rewards. Return is used to define
the values of being in a given observation state:
V (ot)=Epi
[ ∞∑
l=0
γlr(ot+l,at+l)
]
,
and taking an action given an observation:
Q(ot,at)=r(ot,at)+γEot+1∈O
[
V (ot+1)
]
.
For multiagent settings, we index the agents and distinguish the agent-specific components with
subscripts. Agent i’s policy is pii :Oi→∆(Ai), and the policy for the opponent1 is the negated index,
pi−i :O−i→∆(A−i). Boldface denotes elements that are joint across agents (e.g., joint-action a).
1Our methods are defined here for environments with two agents. Extension to greater numbers while
maintaining computational tractability is a topic for future work.
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Agent i has a strategy set Πi comprising the possible policies it can employ. Agent i may choose
a single policy from Πi to play as a pure strategy, or randomize with a mixed strategy σi ∈∆(Πi).
Note that the pure strategies pii may themselves choose actions stochastically. For a mixed strategy,
we denote the probability the agent plays a particular policy pii as σi(pii). A best response (BR) to
an opponent’s strategy σ−i is a policy with maximum return against σ−i.
Agent i’s prior belief about its opponent is represented by an opponent mixed-strategy, σ0−i ≡ σ−i.
The opponent plays the mixture by sampling a policy according to σ−i at the start of the episode. The
agent’s updated belief at time t about the opponent policy faced is denoted σt−i.
We introduce the term Strategy Response Value (SRV) to refer to the observation-value against a
particular opponent’s strategy.
Definition 1 (Strategic Response Value). An agent’s pii strategic response value is its expected return
given an observation, when playing pii against a specified opponent strategy:
Vpii(o
t
i |σt−i)=Eσt−i
∑
a
pi(ai |oi)
∑
o′i,ri
p(o′i,ri |oi,a)·δ
,
where δ≡ri+γVpii(o′i |σt+1−i ).
Let the optimal SRV be
V ∗i (o
t
i |σt−i)=max
pii
Vpii(o
t
i |σt−i).
From the SRV, we define the Strategic Response Q-Value (SRQV) for a particular opponent strategy.
Definition 2 (Strategic Response Q-Value). An agent’s pii strategic response Q-value is its expected
return for an action given an observation, when playing pii against a specified opponent strategy:
Qpii(o
t
i,a
t
i |σt−i)=Eσt−i
[
rti
]
+γEot+1i
[
Vpii(o
t+1
i |σt+1−i )
]
,
where rti≡ri(oti,ati,at−i).
Let the optimal SRQV be
Q∗i (o
t
i,a
t
i |σt−i)=max
pii
Qpii(o
t
i,a
t
i |σt−i).
3 Q-Mixing
Our goal is to transfer the Q-learning effort across different opponent mixtures. We consider the scenario
where we first learn against each opponent’s pure strategy. From this, we construct a Q-function for
a given distribution of opponents from the policies trained against each opponent’s pure strategy.
3.1 Single-State Setting
Let us first consider a simplified setting with a single state. This is essentially a problem of bandit
learning, where our opponent’s strategy sets the rewards of each arm for an episode. Intuitively, our
expected reward against a mixture of opponents is proportional to the payoff against each opponent
weighted by their respective likelihood.
As shown in Theorem 1, weighting the component SRQV by the opponent’s distribution supports
a BR to that mixture. We call this relationship Q-Mixing: Prior and define it as follows:
Q∗i (ai |σ−i)=
∑
pi−i∈Π−i
σ−i(pi−i)Q∗i (ai |pi−i).
Theorem 1 (Single-State Q-Mixing). Let Q∗i (· | pi−i), pi−i ∈ Π−i, denote the optimal strategic
response Q-value against opponent policy pi−i. Then for any opponent mixture σ−i ∈∆(Π−i), the
optimal strategic response Q-value is given by
Q∗i (ai |σ−i)=
∑
pi−i∈Π−i
σ−i(pi−i)Q∗i (ai |pi−i).
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Proof. The definition of Q-value is as follows [46]:
Q∗i (ai)=
∑
ri
p(ri |ai)·ri.
In a multiagent system, the dynamics model p suppresses the complexity introduced by the other
agents. We can unpack the dynamics model to account for the other agents as follows:
p(ri |ai)=
∑
pi−i
∑
s−i
∑
a−i
pi−i(a−i)·p(ri |a).
We can then unpack the strategic response value as follows:
Q∗i (ai |pi−i)=
∑
a−i
pi−i(a−i)
∑
ri
p(ri |a)·ri.
Now we can rearrange the expanded Q-value to explicitly account for the opponent’s strategy. The
independence assumption enables the following re-writing by letting us treat the opponent’s mixed
strategy as a constant condition.
Q∗i (ai |σ−i)=
∑
ri
∑
pi−i
σ−i(pi−i)
∑
a−i
pi−i(a−i)p(ri |a)·ri
=
∑
pi−i
σ−i(pi−i)
∑
a−i
pi−i(a−i)
∑
ri
p(ri |a)·ri
=
∑
pi−i
σ−i(pi−i)Q∗i (ai |pi−i).
3.2 Leveraging Information from the Past
Next we consider the RL setting where both agents are able to influence an evolving observation distri-
bution. As a result of the joint effect of agents’ actions on observations, the agents have an opportunity
to gather information about their opponent during an episode. Methods in this setting need to (1) use
information from the past to update its belief about the opponent, and (2) grapple with uncertainty
about the future. To deal with the past, the agent maintains a belief σt−i about the opponent’s policy,
ψi :O0:ti →∆(Π−i). To bring Q-Mixing into this setting we need to quantify the agent’s current belief
about their opponent and their future uncertainty. Let ψ represent the agent’s current belief about the
opponent’s policy. This quantity replaces the prior σ−i that appears in the Q-Mixing: Prior definition.
During a run with an opponent’s pure strategy drawn from a distribution, the actual observations
experienced generally depend on the identity of this pure strategy. With this idea in mind, we propose
an approximate version of Q-Mixing that accounts for past information. The approximation works
by first predicting the relative likelihood of each opponent given the current observation. From this
prediction, we weight the Q-value-based BRs against each opponent by their relative likelihood. This
approximation does not consider any future uncertainty about the opponent (blue area in Figure 2).
Let the previously defined ψ be the opponent policy classifier (OPC), which predicts the opponent’s
policy. In this work we consider a simplified version of this function, that operates only on the agent’s
current observation ψi :Oi→∆(Π−i). We then augment Q-Mixing to weight the importance of each
BR as follows:
Qpii(oi,ai |σ−i)=
∑
pi−i
ψi(pi−i |oi,σ−i)Qpii(oi,ai |pi−i).
We refer to this quantity as Q-Mixing, or Q-Mixing: X where X describesψ. By continually updating the
opponent distribution during play, the adjusted Q-Mixing result better responds to the actual opponent.
An ancillary benefit of the opponent classifier is that poorly estimated Q-values tend to have their
impact minimized. For example, if an observation occurs only against the second pure strategy, then the
Q-value against the first pure strategy would not be trained well, and thus could distort the policy from
Q-Mixing. These poorly trained cases correspond to unlikely opponents, and get reduced weighting
in the version of Q-Mixing augmented by the classifier.
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Figure 2: Opponent uncertainty over time. The yellow area represents uncertainty reduction as a result
of updating belief about the distribution of the opponent. The blue area represents approximation
error incurred by Q-Mixing.
3.3 Accounting for Future Uncertainty
To account for future uncertainty we must replace the Q-values against individual opponents. This
can be done by expanding the Q-value definition into two parts: expected reward under the current
belief in the opponent’s policy, and our expected next observation value. The second term, successor
observation value, recursively references a new opponent belief, accounting for changing uncertainty
in the future. The extended formulation, Value Iteration with Q-Mixing (VIQM), is given by:
δ=ri(o
t
i,a
t
i |pi−i)+γEot+1i
[
V ∗(ot+1i |σ−i)
]
,
Q∗i (o
t
i,a
t
i |σ−i)=
∑
pi−i∈Π−i
ψi(pi−i |oti,σ−i)·δ.
If we assume that we have access to both a dynamics model and the observation distribution dependent
on the opponent, then we can directly solve for this quantity through Value Iteration (Algorithm 1).
These requirements are quite strong, essentially requiring perfect knowledge of the system with regards
to all opponents. The additional step of Value Iteration also carries computational burden, as it requires
iterating over the full observation and action spaces. Though these costs may render Value Iteration
infeasible in practice, we provide the algorithm as way to ensure correctness in Q-values.
Algorithm 1: Value Iteration: Q-Mixing
Input: S,A,T ,R,,γ
V0(s |σ−i)←
∑
pi−iσ−i(pi−i)Q(s,a |pi−i)
do
Qt(s,a |σ−i)←
∑
pi−iψ(pi−i |s,σ−i)
∑
s′, rT (s′,r |s,a,pi−i)[r+γVt−1(s′ |σ−i)]
Vt(s |σ−i)←maxaQt(s,a |σ−i)
pit(s |σ−i)←argmaxaQt(s,a |σ−i)
while ∃s∈S |Vt(s)−Vt−1(s)|>
Output: Vt, Qt, pit
4 Experiments
4.1 Grid-World Soccer
We first evaluate Q-Mixing on a simple grid-world soccer environment [29, 15]. This environment
has small state and action spaces, allowing for inexpensive simulation. With this environment we
pose the following questions:
1. Can VIQM obtain Q-values for mixed-strategy opponents?
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2. Can Q-Mixing transfer Q-values across all of the opponent’s mixed strategies?
The soccer environment is composed of a soccer field, two players, one ball, and two goals. The
player’s objective is to acquire the ball and score a goal while preventing the opponent from scoring
on their own goal. The scorer receives +1 reward, and the opponent receives−1 reward. The state
consists of the entire field including the locations of the players and ball. The players may move in
any of the four cardinal directions or not move. Actions taken by the players are executed in a random
order, and if the player possessing the ball moves last then the first player may take possession of the
ball by colliding with them. A graphical example of the soccer environment can be seen in Figure 3.
B
A
Figure 3: Grid-world soccer environment. The letters represent the respective players. The ball may
spawn in either middle highlighted tile, and the player’s goal is to score in the opposite net.
In our experiments, we learn policies for Player 1 using Double DQN [50]. The policies are deep
neural networks with two hidden layers of size 50, and ReLU activation functions. Player 2 plays
a strategy over five policies, using the same shape neural network as Player 1, generated using the
double oracle algorithm [32, 28]. These policies are frozen for the duration of the experiments. Further
details of the environment and experiments are in Section A.1.
4.1.1 Empirical Verification of Q-Mixing
We now turn to our first question: whether VIQM can obtain Q-values for mixed-strategy opponents.
To answer this, we run the VIQM algorithm against a fixed opponent mixed strategy (Algorithm 1). We
construct dynamics models for each opponent by considering the opponent’s policy and the multiagent
dynamics model as a single entity. Then we may approximate the relative observation-occupancy
distribution by rolling out 30 episodes against each policy and estimating the distribution.
In our experiment an optimal policy was reached in fourteen iterations. The resulting policy best-
responded to each individual opponent and the mixture. This empirically validates our first hypothesis.
4.1.2 Coverage of Opponent Strategy Space
Our second question is whether Q-Mixing can produce high-quality responses for any opponent
mixture. Our evaluation of this question employs the same five opponent pure strategies as the previous
experiment. We first trained a baseline, BR(Uniform), directly against the uniform mixed-strategy
opponent. The baseline was trained using 300000 simulation steps. The same hyperparameters were
used to train against each of the opponent’s pure strategies, with the simulation budget split equally. The
Q-values trained respectively are used as the components for Q-Mixing, and an OPC is also trained from
their respective replay buffers. This is repeated for five random seeds. We simulate the performance
of each method against a representative selection of the entire opponent’s mixed-strategy space. We
select all opponent mixtures truncated to the tenths place, resulting in 860 strategy distributions.
Figure 4 shows Q-Mixing’s performance across the opponent mixed-strategy space. Learning in
this domain is fairly easy, so both methods are expected to win against almost every mixed-strategy
opponent. Nevertheless, Q-Mixing generalizes across strategies better, albeit with slightly higher
variance. While the improvement of Q-Mixing is incremental, we interpret this first evaluation as
validating the promise of Q-Mixing for coverage across mixtures.
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Figure 4: Q-Mixing’s coverage of the opponent’s strategy space. Each strategy is a mixture over
the 5 opponents. The strategies are sorted per-method by the method’s performance. Shaded regions
represent the standard error over 5 seeds. BR(Mixture) is trained against the uniform mixture opponent.
Both methods use the same number of experiences.
4.2 Cyber-Security Game
Not all environments are simple enough for an agent to acquire optimal Q-values, or have stateful
environment information. In this section, we look at the performance of Q-Mixing under partial
observation. We study the following research questions on a cyber-security game called Attack Graphs:
1. Can Q-Mixing work with non-optimal Q-values over observations from a complex
environment?
2. Can using an opponent policy classifier to update the opponent distribution improve
performance?
3. Can policy distillation be used to compress a Q-Mixing model, while preserving performance?
Attack Graphs model the interaction between a cyber-attacker and a cyber-defender [37]. The nodes
of the graph represent security conditions (e.g., vulnerability on a server), and the edges correspond
to exploits that activate a security condition, with some probability of success. The attacker’s aim
is to reach a set of goal nodes, which provides a large reward for the attacker and a loss for the defender.
The defender receives a noisy observation of the graph influenced by false alarm(s) and false negative
signal(s), while the attacker observes the true state of the graph. The players take actions trying to
infiltrate or protect the nodes, while each action they take incurs a fixed cost.
A variety of cyber-security games on attack graphs have been studied [33, 9, 10, 34, 53]. In our
experiments, we follow the game formulation of Wright et al. [53], which motivated the development
of BR oracle based on Deep RL for this domain. The graph used is an Erdo˝s-Rényi graph, with 30
nodes, and 100 edges. A visualization of the environment and more details are included in Section A.2.
The policies in this environment are deep neural networks with two hidden layers of size 256 with
tanh activation functions. They are trained using the Double DQN algorithm [50], and frozen for the
duration of the experiments. We report results for the defender.
4.2.1 Empirical Verification of Q-Mixing
We experimentally evaluate Q-Mixing on the Attack-Graph environment, allowing us to confirm our
algorithm’s robustness to complex environments. First, a set of 37 opponent policies are generated
through the double oracle algorithm [32]. Three pure strategies are randomly chosen from this
set, and a BR is trained against each. Then a mixture of the policies is chosen (arbitrarily), using
σ−i = [0.3,0.5,0.2]. A baseline BR(σ−i) is trained directly against the mixture. We evaluate both
Q-Mixing and BR(σ−i) against each of the three pure-strategy opponents as well as the mixture.
A summary of the performance against each opponent strategy is presented in Table 1. We observe that
Q-Mixing: Prior performs worse than BR(σ−i). Neither Q-Mixing: Prior nor BR(σ−i) perform well
against the pure-strategy opponents, when compared to their respective BRs. To further understand
the relationship between these two methods, we plot BR(σ−i)’s training curve in Figure 5. From this
graph we can see that Q-Mixing: Prior achieves a performance equivalent to BR(σ−i), after BR(σ−i)
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Table 1: Performance transfer across opponent strategies in a cyber-security game. The defender plays
the policy method, and the attacker follows the opponent strategy. Total reward received and 95%
confidence interval over five random seeds are reported.
Policy Opponent Strategy
pi0−i pi
1
−i pi
2
−i σ−i
BR(pi0−i) −122.3±4.84 −175.8±09.79 −122.4±9.36 −140.1±22.07
BR(pi1−i) −186.2±3.70 −41.0±05.65 −173.1±8.18 −133.4±57.50
BR(pi2−i) −164.2±5.90 −213.7±15.53 −36.6±3.42 −138.2±65.38
BR(σ−i) −151.7±1.01 −64.4±02.61 −88.5±6.78 −101.6±32.26
Q-Mixing: Prior −163.1±5.01 −90.8±24.39 −144.3±8.48 −132.8±26.84
Q-Mixing: Obs. Freq. −163.3±5.73 −79.6±07.40 −144.2±2.52 −117.6±03.35
Q-Mixing: Opp. Classifier −120.0±0.93 −33.0±01.09 −145.4±1.39 −99.1±00.76
has finished exploring and has begun to converge. If we are in a training regime where we may already
have access to BRs, then this would enable free policy construction.
Figure 5: Learning curve of the BR policy trained against the mixed-strategy opponent. This is
compared to the performance of Q-Mixing: Prior.
4.2.2 Opponent Classification
This brings us to our next research question: how can we improve performance against individual oppo-
nent policies? We hypothesize that if a player is able to correctly identify which opponent pure strategy
is being played, they can weight the importance of the Q-values learned against that pure strategy higher.
To verify this hypothesis, we train an OPC using the replay buffers associated with each BR policyB(pii).
These are the same buffers that were used to train the BRs, and cost no additional compute to collect.
This data is used to train an OPC that outputs a distribution over opponent pure strategies for each
observation. We first look at observation-frequency as a baseline OPC, and then consider a learned OPC.
The observation-frequency OPC uses a relative observation occupancy as a measure of how likely the
opponent is playing a particular pure strategy. We weight the importance of each pure strategy by the
frequency the observation occurs in its corresponding replay-buffer, compared to the total frequency
across all replay buffers. If a observation does not occur in any replay buffers, we equally weight each
Q-value. The observation frequency calculation is computed as:
ψObservation Frequency(pi
k
−i,oi)=
count(oi,B(pik−i))∑
pij−i∈Π−icount(oi,B(pi
j
−i))
,
where count(oi,B) returns the number of times oi appears in the replay bufferB.
The OPC version utilizes a deep neural network to classify each observation to the corresponding
opponent pure strategy. The neural network has three hidden layers of sizes 200, 128, and 128
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respectively with tanh activations. To train this classifier we take each experience and assign it a class
label based off the opponent. The classifier is trained using cross-entropy loss.
As reported in Table 1, the observation-frequency OPC improves over Q-Mixing: Prior, within
noise, but dramatically reduces the variance. The opponent-classifier version further improves over
observation-frequency, bringing the performance on par with BR(σ−i) with much lower variance.
In particular, the OPC performs comparably against the first two opponent pure strategies with their
respective best-responders. The performance against the third pure strategy is poor; however, this is the
least likely opponent, and this may have enabled the stronger performance on the other opponents. This
indicates that the opponent-classifier is able to correctly identify which pure strategy their opponent
is playing, and weight it high enough to not introduce noise from the other component Q-values. This
evidence supports our hypothesis that using an opponent-classifier to weight the opponent distribution
can provide performance improvements against mixed-strategy opponents.
4.2.3 Policy Distillation
In Q-Mixing we need to compute Q-values for each of the opponent’s pure strategies. This can be
a limiting factor in parametric policies, like deep neural networks, where our policy’s complexity
grows linearly in the size of the support of the opponent’s mixture. This can become unwieldy in both
memory and computation. To remedy these issues, we propose using policy distillation to compress
a Q-Mixing policy into a smaller parameters space [19, 40].
In the policy distillation framework, a larger neural network referred to as the “teacher” is used as
a training target for a smaller neural network called the “student”. In our experiment the Q-Mixing
policy is the teacher to a student neural network that is the size of a single best-response policy. The
student is trained in a supervised learning framework, where the dataset is the concatenated replay
buffers from training pure-strategy best-responses. The is the same dataset that was used in opponent
classifying, that was notably generated without running any additional simulations. A batch of data is
sampled from the replay-buffer and the student predictsQS the teacher’sQT Q-values for each action.
The student is then trained to minimize the KL-divergence between the predicted Q-values and the
teacher’s true Q-values. There is a small wrinkle, the policies produce Q-values, and KL-divergence
is a metric over probability distributions. To make this loss function compatible, the Q-values are
transformed into a probability distribution by softmax with temperature τ . The temperature parameter
allows us to control the softness of the maximum operator. A high temperature produces actions that
have a near-uniform probability, and as temperature is lowered the distribution concentrates weight
on the highest Q-Values [46]. The benefit of a higher temperature is that more information can be
passed from the teacher to the student about each state. The full policy distillation loss is:
LDistill =
|D|∑
i
softmax(
QT
τ
)ln(
softmax(QT /τ)
softmax(QS/τ)
)
, where D is the dataset of concatenated replay buffers. Additional training details are descibed in
Section A.4.
The learning curve of the student is reported in Figure 6. We found that the student was able to recover
the performance of Q-Mixing: OPC, albeit with higher variance, within five minutes. This study did
not look at tuning the student, and further improvements with the same methodology may be possible.
This result confirms our hypothesis that policy distillation is able to effectively compress a policy
derived by Q-Mixing.
5 Related Work
5.1 Multiagent Learning
The most relevant line of work in multiagent learning studies the interplay between centralized learning
and decentralized execution [47, 26]. In this regime, agents are able to train with additional information
about the other agents that would not be available during evaluation (e.g., the other agent’s state [38],
actions [7], or a coordination signal [15]). The key question then becomes: how to create a policy
that can be evaluated without the additional information? A popular approach is to decompose the
joint-action value into independent Q-values for each agent [16, 18, 45, 38, 31]. Another direction
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Figure 6: Simulation performance of Q-Mixing: OPC (teacher) being distilled into a smaller network
(student). Results are averaged over 5 random seeds.
looks at learning a centralized critic, which can train independent agent policies [17, 30, 13]. Some
work has proposed constructing meta-data about the agent’s current policies as a way to reduce the
learning instability present in environments where other agents’ policies are changing [11, 35].
A set of assumptions that can be made is that all players have fixed strategy-sets. Under these
assumptions agents could maintain more sophisticated beliefs about their opponent [55], and extend
this to recursive-reasoning procedures [54]. Extending these works to fit the Q-Mixing problem
statement is tangential to this study; however, may be a promising direction for improving the quality
of the OPC. One more potential extension of the OPC is to consider alternative goals. Instead of
focusing exclusively on predicting the opponent, in safety critical situations an agent will want to
consider an objective that accounts for inaccurate prediction of their opponent. The Restricted Nash
Response Johanson et al. [22] encapsulates this measure by balancing maximal performance if the
prediction is correct with reasonable performance for inaccurate predictions.
Instead of building or using complete models of opponents, one may use implicit representation of
their opponents. By choosing to build an explicit model of their opponent they circumvent needing
a large amount of data to reconstruct the opponent policy. An additional benefit is that there are less
likely to be errors in the model that need to be overcome. He et al. [18] proposes DRON which uses
a learned latent action prediction of the opponent as conditioning information to the policy (in a similar
nature to the opponent-actions in the joint-action value area). They also show another version DRON
which uses a Mixture-of-Experts [20] operation to marginalize over the possible opponent behaviors.
Bard et al. [3] proposes implicitly modelling opponents through the payoffs received from playing
against a portfolio of the agent’s policies.
Most multiagent learning work focuses on simultaneous learning of many agents, where there is not
a distribution of opponents. This difference in methods can have strong influences in the final learned
policies. For example, an agent trained concurrently with another agent may be unable to coordinate
with a different agent [4]. Another potential problem is that each agent now faces a dynamic learning
problem, where they must learn a moving target (the other agent’s policy) [12, 49].
5.2 Multi-Task Learning
Multiagent learning is analogous to multi-task learning. In this reconstruction, each strategy/policy
is analogous to solving a different task. And the opponent’s strategy would be the distribution over
tasks. Similar analogies to tasks can be made with objectives, goals, contexts, etc. [24, 39].
The multi-task community has roughly separated learnable knowledge into two categories [44]. Task
relevant knowledge pertains to a particular task [23, 51]; meanwhile, domain relevant knowledge
is common across all tasks [6, 14, 25]. Work has been done that bridges the gap between these settings;
for example, knowledge about a task could be a curriculum to utilize over tasks [8]. In task relevant
learning, a leading method is to identify state information that is irrelevant to decision making, and
abstract it away [23, 51]. Our work falls into the same task relevant category, where we are interested
in learning responses to particular opponent policies. What differentiates our work with the previous
work is that we learn Q-values for each task independently, and do not ignore any information.
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Progressively growing neural networks is another similar line of work [41], focused on a stream of
new tasks. Schwarz et al. [42] also found that network growth could be handled with policy distillation.
5.3 Transfer Learning
Transfer learning is the study of reusing knowledge to learn new tasks/domains/policies. Within
transfer learning, we look at either how knowledge is transferred, or what kind of knowledge is
transferred. How to transfer knowledge has previously been studied in main two flavors [36, 27]. The
representation transfer direction looks at how to abstract away general characteristics about the task
that are likely to apply to later problems. Ammar et al. [1] present an algorithm where an agent collects
a shared general set of knowledge that can be used for each particular task. The second direction
directly transfers parameters across tasks; appropriately called parameter transfer. Taylor et al. [48]
show how policies can be reused by creating a projection across different tasks’ state and action spaces.
In the literature, transferring knowledge about the opponent’s strategy is considered intra-agent transfer
[43]. The focus of this area is on adapting to other agents. One line of work in this area focuses on
ad hoc teamwork, where an agent must learn to quickly interact with new teammates [5, 4]. The main
approach relies on already having a set of policies available, and learning to select which policy will
work best with the new team [5]. Another work proposes learning features that are independent of
the game, which can either be qualities general to all games or strategies [2]. Our study differs from
these in its focus on the opponent’s policies as the source of information to transfer.
6 Conclusions
In this study we propose Q-Mixing, an algorithm for transferring knowledge across distributions
of opponents. We show how Q-Mixing relies on the theoretical relationship between an agent’s
action-values, and the strategy employed by the other agents. An empirical confirmation of the theory
is first made on the grid world soccer environment. In this environment we show how experience
against pure strategies can transfer onto mixed-strategy opponents. Moreover, we show that this
transfer is able to cover the space of mixed strategies with no additional computation.
Next we tested our algorithm’s robustness on a complicated cyber-security game. In this environment
we first show the benefit of maintaining a belief about the opponent’s policy. This belief is then used
to update weights of their respective BR Q-values. Next we address the concern that a Q-Mixing policy
may become too large or computationally expensive to use. To ease this concern we demonstrate that
policy distillation can be used to compress a Q-Mixing policy into a much smaller parameter space.
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A Experimental Details
Double DQN was used for all experiments [50]. Determining the correct hyperparameters to utilize is a
non-trivial problem, because the learning dynamics may vary given different opponent policies. To this
end, we sought to find a method for selecting hyperparameters that performs well against a diversity
in opponents, while also being computationally tractable to run. We choose hyperparameters that
performed best against a uniform-mixture of a fixed set of opponents (five for the soccer environment,
and three for cyber-security environment). The opponent policies were generated through PSRO,
and were sampled from the resulting strategy sets. For both experiments we also included a random
opponent to each strategy set, because we expect this opponent to be one of the more challenging
opponents to learn against.
However, there’s a chicken-and-egg problem present. In order to utilize PSRO we would also
need the aformentioned hyperparameters. As a stop-gap, we choose initial hyperparameters, by
evaluating their performance against a random opponent. In summary, for both environments we select
hyperparameters by:
1. Sample 200 possible hyperparameter settings, and choose the one that best-performs against
a random opponent.
2. Run PSRO until it exceeds a three day walltime.
3. Sample a fixed set of policies from the strategy set generated from PSRO.
4. Sample 200 hyperparameter settings, and evaluate them against uniform mixed-strategy of
the four PSRO policies and the random opponent.
We chose to evaluate our hyperparameters against the mixed-strategy opponent, because we believed
it offered the most benefit to the baseline method. Future work could look at the interplay of the
hyperparameter selection method and the respective performance of both Q-Mixing, and learning
a BR directly against a mixed-strategy.
The non-standard hyperparameters listed throughout the appendix are defined as follows:
Timesteps Total number of experiences collected during training.
Exploration Fraction Fraction of the training timesteps used for exploration. The exploration
policy is -greedy, and starts with  = 1.0, and linearly decays to Exploration Final
hyperparameter.
Exploration Final  The final  value.
Training Frequency Timestep frequency for performing updates.
Training Starts Number of timesteps experienced before training begins.
Number of Simulations The number of simulated episodes performed for evaluation.
A.1 Soccer
A.1.1 Policy & Environment
In this experiment we select five opponent policies, and hold them fixed throughout the experiments.
We consider the hyperparameters in Table 3 as candidates, and found the hyperparameters listed in
Table 2 to perform best.
To ensure that each method receives the same simulation budget, we allow each pure-strategy BR
60000 timesteps. An interesting future direction is investigating the trade-off of simulation budget
and performance that exists between these methods.
The trained DQN was approximated using a 2 hidden layer neural network. The hidden layers each
had 50 units and were fully connected with a ReLU activation. The possible actions are moving in
any of the four cardinal directions, or staying in place. The input is a vector of length 120, to represent
each of the 20 positions on the board having one of the following states:
• Player 0 is on this square and does not have the ball.
• Player 0 is on this square and is holding the ball.
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Table 2: Soccer environment hyperparameters against a mixed strategy.
Hyperparameter Value
Optimizer Adam
Learning Rate 0.0003
Buffer Size 3000
Gamma 0.99
Timesteps 300000
Batch Size 64
Exploration Fraction 0.33
Exploration Final  0.01
Training Frequency 1
Training Starts 300
Table 3: Soccer environment considered hyperparameters.
Hyperparameter Value
Batch Size 32, 64
Buffer Size 300, 1000, 3000, 10000
Learning Rate 1e-3, 3e-3, 1e-4, 3e-4
Timesteps 10000, 30000, 100000, 300000
Exploration Fraction 0.1, 0.3, 0.4, 0.7
Training Starts 100, 300, 1000
• Player 1 is on this square and does not have the ball.
• Player 1 is on this square and is holding the ball.
• The ball is on the ground on this square.
• Unoccupied space.
A.1.2 Opponent Policy Classifier
The hyperparameters selected for training the opponent classifier are listed in Table 4. The replay
buffers gathered from training best-responses against each opponent were merged into one dataset.
The classifier was trained to predict the opponent for each observation in the dataset. This resulted
in 15000 data points, which were randomly split 90-10 between training and validation.
Table 4: Markov-Soccer opponent policy classifier hyperparameters.
Hyperparameter Value
Optimizer Adam
Learning Rate 5·10−5
Loss Cross Entropy
Batch Size 64
The classifier was a neural network with the same architecture as a single policy; however, the last
layer is modified to choose opponents rather than actions. We did not perform a hyperparameter search
on this network or learning algorithm.
A.2 Cyber Security Game
In the cyber security environment, two agents played an instance of the attack graph game. We choose
the r30 graph from Wright et al. [53] that was previously studied using empirical game theoretic
analysis and deep reinforcement learning. This graph is an Erdo˝s-Rényi random graph with 30 nodes
(including 6 goal nodes) and 100 edges. A visualization of the attack graph is presented in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: The Attack Graph game enviroment. Goal nodes are represented using red dashed circles.
Used with permission from Wright et al. [53].
The candidate hyperparameters are listed in Table 6, with the chosen hyperparameters in Table 5].
Note, that some hyperparameters differ between the attacker and defender. This is because the policies
experiences diffference observations, have different action spaces, and experience different rewards
(that are non-zero sum).
Table 5: AttackGraph environment hyperparameters.
Hyperparameter Value
Optimizer Adam
Learning Rate 5·10−5
Gradient Norm Clip 10
Buffer Size 30000
Gamma 0.99
Batch Size 32
Exploration Final  0.03
Attacker Timesteps 700000
Attacker Exploration Fraction 0.3
Defender Timesteps 1000000
Defender Exploration Fraction 0.5
Number of Simulations 250
Table 6: AttackGraph environment considered hyperparameters.
Hyperparameter Value
Learning Rate 5·10−3, 5·10−4, 5·10−5
Gradient Norm Clip None, 0.1, 1, 10
Buffer Size 10000, 30000, 50000, 70000
Batch Size 32, 64
Timesteps 25e4, 40e4, 50e4, 70e4, 100e4, 200e4
Exploration Fraction 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7
Both the attacker and defender were modelled with a two hidden layer neural network, where each
hidden layer had 256 units and was fully connected with tanh activations. The defender had an
observation size of 240 and action size of 31; similarly, the attacker had an observation size of 241
and an action size of 106. The attackers’s state space was composed of the following features:
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Is Active Observation of the true state of the graph, which contains a bit for whether each node
has been activate. 30 values.
Can Attack A bit representing whether the preconditions for the and-nodes or or-edges have
been met. 105 values.
In Attack Set A bit for each and-node or or-edge representing whether it is currently in the
action set. 105 values.
Time Steps Left Number of timesteps left for action set building. 1 value.
The defender’s state space was composed of the following features:
Had Alert Observation of the graph that indicates which nodes had previously had an alert
raised. This includes a history of the last three observations because the defender only receives
an observation of the graph and not the true graph state, resulting in 90 values.
Was Defended For each node in had alert whether the node was defended. 90 values.
In Defense Set During action selection a set of nodes are selected. This feature space is used
to auto-repressively indicate whether each node is currently in the defense set. 30 values.
Time Steps Left Number of timesteps left for action set building. 30 values (To match the
previous work we continued the convention of copying the node for each value. This was
originally done because it allowed convolution layers to be tested.).
The action space for this environment is combinatorial, because each agent was able to select any
subset of the nodes/edges in the graph. Following Wright et al. [53], we used greedy action set building
to choose the player’s actions. We refer the reader to their paper for extensive details.
A.3 Opponent Classifier
The hyperparameters considered for the cyber-security OPC are listed in Table 8, and the chosen
hyperparameters are in Table 7. Similar to the soccer environment, the replay buffers from training
best-response to each opponent were merged into a single dataset. The classifier was trained to predict,
given an observation from the dataset, which opponent was being played when the observation was
encountered. The dataset of 90000 experiences was split 90-10 between training and validation. The
validation set was used to select from 20 possible hyperparameter configurations.
Table 7: Cyber-security opponent policy classifier hyperparameters.
Hyperparameter Value
Optimizer Adam
Learning Rate 5·10−5
Loss Cross Entropy
Batch Size 64
Table 8: Cyber-security opponent policy classifier considered hyperparameters.
Hyperparameter Value
Learning Rate 0.0001
Batch Size 32, 64, 128, 256
Hidden Layer Sizes 50x2, 128x2, 200-100, 200x2, 200-128x2
The opponent classifier was a 3 hidden layer neural network. The classifier received the same
observation as the defender, size 240, and was passed through fully-connected layers with sizes 200,
128, and 128 respectively with ReLU activations. The network is the same as the policy network, with
the last layer modified to choose opponents rather than actions. We did not perform a hyperparameter
search on this network or learning algorithm.
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A.4 Policy Distillation
In the policy distillation framework, a larger neural network referred to as the “teacher” is used as
a training signal for a smaller neural network called the “student”. In our experiment the Q-Mixing
policy is the teacher to a student neural network that is the size of a single BR policy. The student
is trained via supervised learning, reusing the pure-strategy BRs’ replay buffers as a dataset. A batch
of data is sampled from the replay-buffer and the student predictsQS the teacher’s responseQT . The
student is trained to imitate the softmax policy of the teacher. The full policy distillation loss is
LDistill =
|D|∑
i
softmax(
QT
τ
)ln
softmax(Q
T
τ )
softmax(Q
S
τ )
,
whereD is the dataset of concatenated replay buffers.
The hyperparameters used in policy distillation are listed in Table 9. The student policy is the same
neural network that’s used in computing the best-responses to individual policies; it is described in
Section A.2. We did not perform a hyperparameter search on this network or learning algorithm.
Table 9: Policy distillation hyperparameters.
Hyperparameter Value
Optimizer Adam
Learning Rate 0.003
Batch Size 64
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